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+13012713270 - https://www.sheetz.com

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Sheetz from Thurmont. Currently, there are 16 dishes and drinks
up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Sheetz:
I come back to give my reasons for the stars. Sheetz stores, whether my home state Maryland or near where I
live in Pennsylvania, are always clean, stored, employees are extremely friendly and helpful and if I need gas, I
don't wait long for a pump to come if I even wait. Prices are comparable to most convenience stores, but with

Sheetz a customer can order food online and also pay for it and earn points for free stu... read more. The
restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What Stephen

Beaton doesn't like about Sheetz:
My food was made in a reasonable about of time which is why I gave it two stars. I got a chicken sandwhich with

heavy mayo and ketchup and fry’s. Fry’s came out as expected and are still good 15 min after ordering. The
chicken sandwich on the other hand is as tough as jerky. I could feel the integrity of the sandwhich was not good
upon taking it out of the bag. Opening it I dissected the sandwhich to find a little bi... read more. With the large

range of coffee and tea specialties, a visit to Sheetz becomes even more attractive, The dishes are usually
prepared fast and fresh for you. You can just get one of the scrumptious sandwiches, a healthy salad or another

snack, if you're not that hungry, here they serve a appetizing brunch in the morning.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
BURRITO

So� drink�
LEMONADE

Breade� Specia� Roll�
APPLES

Water
SODA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Desser�
MILKSHAKES

PUTO

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

CHEESE

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

ICE CREAM

WRAP

BURGER
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Opening Hours:
Monday 00:00-00:00
Tuesday 00:00-00:00
Wednesday 00:00-00:00
Thursday 00:00-00:00
Friday 00:00-00:00
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